
My dearest, strong, passionate, beautiful sister B’nai Brith Girls,

Do you have a goal? a dream? an idea? Do you want to be able to 
accomplish these aspirations? I think it is time that we truly take our 
ideas to the next level. Not just think about them, but truly fulfill 
them. We all deserve to bring something to BBG, but more than that 
we deserve to get something out of BBG. 

Every B’nai Brith Girl deserves the chance to make her own bucket 
list, to have a BBG career filled with exciting and meaningful 
experiences. The goal on top of my bucket list is to not let any girls ‘ 
dreams go unnoticed. We need to hand each girl across this region a 
pencil and inspire her to make her own bucket list so that she can 
begin her journey throughout BBG. Then, together, we can transform 
any goals written on paper into beautiful realities. 

In your hands you hold a small piece of paper that you wrote down 
one goal. This goal is something so unbelievably precious, yet 
powerful beyond imagination. It’s your future, our future. Together, 
we will execute and complete each and every one of these goals. 

I’m running for the opportunity to serve as your 11th Regional N’siah 
because I believe in our power to make a difference for ourselves, 
for each other, for those that will follow us, and the world around 
us. I commend you today, to believe in it too. To believe that together, 
we will be a force to be reckoned with. Together, each voice will be 
heard, each thought will be evaluated, and each idea will be 
performed, for I believe this region’s success lies in your bucket list 
for BBG. 

Submitted with love and dedication to crossing off our bucket lists together, 
i humbly remain, 

Jilly Rachel Leibovitch
Candidate for your 11th Regional N’siah 

Qualifications Halev BBG #2362  
Nsiah Spring term 2014
Gizborit fall term 2013- raised $1,500 for our chapter
Gizborit spring term 2012
Chairman of Gizborit commitee 2012
Member of Sganit committee 2012
Member of Gizborit committee 2011
Member of Orechet committee 2012
Member of Boca Formal 2012 committee
Member of Boca Formal 2011 committee
Member of StandUP shirts 2012 committee
Member of chapter clothing for SRC 2012 committee
Damn Proud B’nai B’rith Girl (in good standing) since January 2011 

International Order of the B’nai Brith Girls 
 CLTC 2012  
 iLTC 2013

  KALLAH 2013
  Feburary Execs 2014
  IC 2013
  IC 2014
  IC Steering 2014
  ILN (International Leadership 
Network) Mazkirim Committee 
  Chair ofSummer Program 
apparel 
  Silver/Gold Star of Deborah 
  Enternal Light Recruitment 
Award

  Pledge and Principles Award 
  Miriam Albert Chapter Excellence Award 
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1. Recruit __ Members 
2. Go to CLTC __ 2014
3. Planning a __ fold program 
4.
5.

6. 
7.
8.
9. 

Create Your Own Bucket List 

BBG
Make Your List 

 

 Jilly Rachel Leibovitch 
    proud canidate for your

            11th Regional

    N’siah 

Gold Coast Region #51
Coordinator of AZAA/BBGG Convention
Mit Coach at MIT/AIT LTI 2013
Chairman of BBGG
Spirit Chair for IC 2014
Member of Globalization committee
Kallah 2011    

MIT/AIT 2012� ❤  

SRC 2012� ❤   
AZAA/BBGG 2012 
FRAT SIS 2012
LTI 2013

AZAA/BBGG 2013�
MITAIT 2013� ❤
Regional Execs 12’ 13’ 
IC Launch Party 12’ 13’ 

Boca Formal 11’ 12’ 14’ ∞
Kickoff 11’ 12’ 13’ 
Latke Ball 10’ 12’ 

Summer Sizzle 11’ 12’ 13’ 14’ ∞

Denotes steering ❤

Denotes Delegate �
Denotes future ∞

 things I checked off my bucket list! 



Goals and ideas
Our bucket list for the future that we can cross off together

11th Regional Board 
of Gold Coast Region 

๏ -Hold monthly board meetings 

๏-Require each board member to hold bi-weekly phone calls and emails with their 
counterparts and report back with the conversation so we can keep track of what we 
need to improve on 

๏-Insist on each board member creating goals and a plan of action for their year on 
regional board and have monthly board reports to see how they are progressing with goals-
Work cohesively and as a team to accomplish our goals together

๏-Grow a strong relationship between both the girls and the boys board so we can 
successfully work as one unit 

Chapter Counterparts/Members

๏-Require chapter to do a SWOT Analysis and create a mission statement at the beginning 
of each term; chapter board reports each month  will also be a necessity for making sure 
each chapter is in shape and doing well 
๏-Communicate with counterparts on a bi-weekly basis 
๏-Request certain programs to be planned each month: 3 MBA, 2 Business Meetings, 1 
BBGG, 2 Judaic oriented, 1 with brother chapter, etc. 
๏-Construct incentives for recruitment through membership drives where chapters would 
earn rewards for meeting their membership goals 
๏-Design a 6 member initiative: for every 6 members you bring into BBYO into any chapter 
in Gold Coast, you will get half off convention 
๏-Reward members in the region for their actions and things they do through a new 
award system that will be implemented, documented, and presented 
๏-Present MIT and AIT discounts to conventions for their first year to encourage them to 
participate in all events 

International Order

๏-Send a record number of delegates to summer programs in 2015
๏-Promote more international leadership opportunities for the international leadership 
network, coordinator positions, or involvement in international convention 
๏- Present more teens at intentional convention as well as Execs and Summits 
๏-Broadcast all international news to every member of Gold Coast by establishing a blog for 
all things related to BBYO in region and internationally  
๏-Develop initiatives to send teens to summer programs and fundraise more to create 
larger scholarships from the region to send teens 

Committees/ Chair Network 

๏-Establish a Gold Coast leadership executive board where specific people will be appointed 
to specific positions such as: social media, graphic designing for apparel, promotion videos 
๏-Develop the current chair network to extend their efforts and work by having monthly 
chair reports as well as creating releases to help the region reach its fullest potential 
๏-Hold monthly business meetings with regional board and executive board as well as chair 
network to make sure everyone is on task as well as all ideas are being taken into 
consideration 

personal Initiatives 

๏ -Serve as a sister to all BBGs throughout our region 
- Act as a role model, resource, and inspiration to every B’nai Brith Girl in the region 

๏ -Assist any BBG at any moment of time by always being accessible via text, phone call, fb 
chat, or even an email 

๏ -Represent Gold Coast Region as a respectable region because of the strong sisterhood 
and love and passion each BBG has 

๏ - Develop a strong working relationship with my co, board, and staff, to guarantee GCR 
can reach the highest of heights

๏ - Dedicate my heart, mind, and soul to strengthening, improving, and inspiring every 
member of this region

๏ - Devote myself to ensure each and every bucket list is fulfilled 

New Ideas 

๏-Devise a yearly regional calendar that will be created at the start of the Fall and 
continually updated- will allow every member to know what is going on each month 
๏-Set up monthly weekend programming that is coed to embrace the brotherhood and 
sisterhood aspects of BBYO
๏-Expand programming with Miami Region by inviting them to our dances and kickoff as well 
as possibly doing a convention or some overnight event with them
๏-Guide each regional board member to creating several releases throughout their term to 
guide their regional counterparts and those who seek interest in the tasks that they do 
๏-Promulgate a Life Convention where all seniors can give life to the entire region so that 
everyone gets the opportunity to hear about each individual’s BBYO story 
๏-Propose a regional stand up cause to gear our jserve project towards 
๏-Structure a plan by which there would be a new addition to the regional board of a BBYO 
Connect chair position 

Community 

๏-Institute a partnership between NFTY and BBYO in the South Florida Area by 
holding events together 
๏-Arrange a partnership between the temples and BBYO to have the chapter 
presidents come in and talk to the kids and hold a program for the kids at the 
temple
๏-Create a Gala fundraising event hosted by Gold Coast Region to support a cause 
and invite the larger Jewish community of South Florida 
๏-Set up advertisements to be put in Judaic magazines as well as temples to get 
Gold Coast Region more prevalent and known 
๏-Hold J-Serve more than once a year and invite other members of the Jewish 
community to come to support whichever awareness or cause we are dedicating 
our time to 

 

Because this bucket is yours. Because this bucket is what you make of 

it. Because it is time to make your mark. Our mark. Together. Together. 

                         


